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1. pace A rate movement in walking. 
   
2. seep To pass or escape through an opening very slowly and in small quantities. 
   
3. vain Excessively proud, especially of personal appearance 
   
4. shuffle To walk slowly without picking up the feet. 
   
5. stunt 1.To slow down or prevent the growth of. 

2. A performance displaying a person´s skill or daring. 
   
6. wagon A four-wheeled vehicle that is used to carry loads and is pulled by an animal or is motor 

powered. 
   
7. barely Scarcely or almost not. 
   
8. skill The ability to do something well, usually gained through training or experience. 
   
9. dig To break up and turn over earth, sand, etc., as with a shovel or spade. 
   
10. blizzard A sever snowstorm with strong winds and poor visibility. 
   
11. prairie A treeless grass-covered plain in the United States and Canada, especially in the Midwest 

and the West. 
   
12. cholera Acute and often fatal intestinal disease that produces severe gastrointestinal symtoms and 

is usually caused by the bacterium Vibrio Cholerae. 
   
13. disease Illness, sickness. 
   
14. stick To pierce or puncture with something pointed. 
   
15. ruthless Without pity or compassion; cruel, merciless. 
   
16. westward Moving, facing, or located toward the west. 
   
17. footprint A mark left by a foot, as in earth or sand. 
   
18. piggyback A ride on somebody´s back or shoulders. 
   
19. heap A group of things placed, thrown or lying one on another. 
   
20. plume A large, long, or conspicuous feather. 
   
21.    dust Matter in fine, powdery, dry particles. 
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22. herd A large number of domestic animals, especially cattle, often of the same breed, that are 
kept, driven or reared together. 

   
23. edge A line or border at which a surface ends. 
   
24. track A pair of parallel lines of rails on which a railroad train, trolley or the like runs. 
   
25. shamble To walk or move awkwardly, shuffle. 
   
26. ragged Pressed in torn, tattered, or frayed clothes. 
   
27. cottonwood An American poplar tree with cottony tufts on the seeds. 
   
28. scoop up To gather by a sweeping motion of one´s arms or hands. 
   
29. stream Body of water flowing in a channel, as a brook. 
   
30. mirage An image one sees in the desert, of an object that is not present; an illusion. 
   
31. astonish To fill with sudden wonder, amaze. 
   
32. nerve A bundle of fibers forming a network that transmits messages in the form of impulses 

between the brain or spinal cord and the body´s organs. 
   
33. reason Reason, reasoned, reasoning. To consider information and use it to reach a conclusion in a 

logical way. 
   
34. envy A feeling of discontent caused by a desire for another´s advantages or achievements. 
   
35. spar To make the motions of attack and defense with the arms and fists as a part of training. 

(boxing) 
   
36. bare Without covering or clothing, naked. 
   
37. banish To exile somebody from a place. 
   
38. upright Straight, erect, or vertical, as in position or posture. 
   
39. errand A short tip to accomplish a certain purpose. 
   
40. chore A small or routine job to do. 
   
41.  tan 1. To convert an animal skin into leather by treating it with something such as tannin. 

2. To gire somebody´s skin a brownish color, or take on such a color. 
   
42. moose A large, long-headed deer of the Northern Hemisphere, the male of which has enormous 

flat antlers. 
   
43. trail To be dragged along the ground. 
   
44. lump A piece or mass of solid matter without regular shape. 
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45. contentedly In a satisfied way, placidly. 
   
46. path A way or small passage on the ground beaten by human or animal feet. 
   
47. faraway Distant, remote. 
   
48.  gather To bring or to come together into one group, collection or place. 
   
49. snare A trap for small animals that operates like a noose. 
   
50. toss To throw something lightly or carelessly. 
   
51. fade To lose brightness or vividness of color. 
   
52. drape To cover or hang with cloth in graceful folds. 
   
53. cub The young of certain animals, the bear, wolf or lion. 
   
54. pin A small, slender, pointed piece of metal, etc., used as a fastener or support. 
   
55. underneath Below the surface of. 
   
56. endure To experience exertion, pain or hardship without giving up. 
   
57. cud The coarse food that a cow, goat, etc., brings back up from its first stomach to its mouth 

for further chewing. 
   
58. grease The melted fat of animals when in a soft state. 
   
59. fur The soft, thick, hairy coat of a mammal. 
   
60. claw A sharp, curved nail on the foot of an animal, such as on a cat. 
   
61. gurgle To make a bubbling sound in the throat, or say something with a bubbling sound in the 

throat. 
   
62. slightly Slenderly, slimy. 
   
63. rip To tear apart roughly or vigorously. 
   
64. tear To pull something apart or in pieces by force. 
   
65. swing To move freely from side to side or backward and forward, usually hanging from a fixed 

point, or make something move in this way. 
   
66. extend To stretch or draw out or outward. 
   
67. sprawl To sit or lie with the arms and legs spread awkwardly in different directions. 
   
68. acknowledge To admit or accept that something exists, is true, or is real. 
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69. flourish To be in a vigorous state, strong and healthy. 
   
70. prosper To be successful or fortunate, especially in financial or economic terms. 
   
71. acquaint To make somebody, or yourself, aware of or familiar with something. 
   
72. decline To refuse to respond or take part in something. 
   
73. priest An ordained minister. 
   
74. cattle Large domesticated mammals kept for production of milk and meat. Cows and oxen are 

common types of cattle. 
   
75. load Anything put in or on something to be carried somewhere; freight. 
   
76. smallpox A serious disease easily spread to others, caused by a virus, with fever and red spots that 

often leave permanent pits or scars. 
   
77. nearby In, at, or to a place a short distance away. 
   
78. livestock Animals raises for food or other products, or kept for use, especially farm animals such as 

meat and dairy cattle. 
   

      
 
 
                                         SCIENCE AND GEOGRAPHY 
 
 

1. force A physical influence that tends to change the position of an object with mass, equal 
to the rate of change in momentum of the object. 

   
2. friction The resistance encountered by an object moving relative to another object with 

which it is in contact. 
   
3. work The transfer of energy, measured as the product of the force applied to a body and 

the distance moved by that body in the direction of the force. 
   
4. machine A device with moving parts, often powered by electricity, used to perform a task, 

especially one that would otherwise be done by hand. 
   
5. simple machine A machine that works with only one movement. Any one of the six devices formerly 

considered to be the elemnts from which all machines were composed. They were 
the inclined plane, lever, pulley, screw, wedge, and wheel and axle. 

   
6. lever A rigid bar that pivots about a point (fulcrum) and is used to move or lift a load at 

one end by applying force to the other end. 
   
7. fulcrum The point or support about which a lever turns. 
   
8. load The work required of or placed on an engine or machine. 
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9. wheel and axle A simple machine, often used to raise or lower loads, typically consisting of a 

cyllindrical drum and wheel mounted on the same axle with ropes wound around 
each. 

   
10. pulley A mounted rotating wheel with a grooved rim over which a belt or chain can move to 

change the direction of a pulling force. 
   
11. inclined plane A slope that makes it easier to lift objects. 
   
12. screw A simple machine made up of an inclined plane wound around a post. 
   
13. wedge A solid block that is thick at one end and thin at the other, used to secure or separate 

two objects. 
   
14. rope A strong cord made by twisting together strands of hemp or other fibers or wire. 
   
15. litter Pieces of trash that have been carelessly left on the ground, especially in a public 

place or the outdoors. 
   
16. smooth Not having a rough or uneven surface. 
   
17. raise To cause somebody or something to move upward or to a higher level or position. 
   
18. grocery Goods, especially food, sold in a grocery store. 
   
19. hammer A hand tool consisting of a shaft with a metal head at right angles to it, used mainly 

for driving in nails and beating metal. 
   
20. nail A strong metal pin with a flat round head and a pointed end that is hammered into 

wood. 
   
21. seesaw A playground toy in which two people sit at either end of a bar balanced in the 

middle and take turns riding up into the air. 
   
22. increase To make something become larger in number, quantity, or degree. 
   
23. handle A part of a thing by which it is held, moved, or operated. 
   
24. sidewalk A paved path for pedestrians alongside a street. 
   
25. flagpole A pole on which a flag is flown. 
   
26. slope Ground that inclines slightly. 
   
27. bolt A sliding bar that fits into a socket and secures a door or gate. 
   


